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Section 1 Report Overview 
1.1 This report outlines the activities of the CAP since June, and provides details of activities 

planned for the remainder of 2009.  

Section 2 Meeting Updates 
2.1 Since our last report to the Board, the CAP met on July 16-17, 2009, in New York, USA 

and had a conference call on August 4, 2009. The last CAP meeting in 2009 is planned 
for October 15-16, in Santiago, Chile. 

 
Section 3 Significant Project Status Updates 
Membership Applications 
3.1 At its July meeting and during the August conference call, the CAP reviewed staff 

assessments of membership applications from four existing associates applying for full 
membership, four relatively new bodies seeking associate status, and one former member 
apply for affiliate status with IFAC. The CAP and staff discussed the ten applications in 
detail and the CAP agreed with the staff recommendations to the Board and summarized 
below: 

Existing IFAC associates to be recommended as members 

1. Iran – Iranian Association of Certified Public Accountants (IACPA)  

2. Latvia – Latvian Association of Certified Auditors (LACA) 

3. Kosovo – Society of Certified Accountants and Auditors of Kosovo (SCAAK) 

Organizations to be recommended as new associates 

4. Brunei Darussalam – Brunei Darussalam Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
(BICPA) 

5. Luxembourg – Ordre des Experts-Comptables du Luxembourg (OEC) 

Organization recommended to be approved as an affiliate 

6. USA – National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA). 
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3.2 The staff has also noted an increasing tendency for multiple applications from apparently 

competing bodies in a country which have similar memberships and provide similar 
services. At this point, we believe the Board should be aware of this situation which will 
require further attention and consideration by the staff and the CAP during the coming 
year.  

Action Plan Status Update 
3.3 The Part 3, Action Plan phase of the Member Body Compliance Program continues to 

progress in a very positive manner. The 53 Action Plans currently published on the IFAC 
website represent one-third of our total membership and include a mix of plans submitted 
by both developing and developed bodies throughout the world. In addition, another 49 
members and associates have submitted partial or complete drafts for Compliance staff 
review and many of these should be finalized and published before year end.  

 
 Part 3, Action Plan Status as of August 7, 2009 
 

Action Plans Status:  # 

a. Published Action Plans   53 

b. Draft Action Plans or Partial Plans 
Received and Under Staff Review 

 49 

c. Bodies Working on Action Plans   44 

Total Action Plans Received and in 
Progress 

 146 

   

Policy Recommendations Status:   

a. Policy Recommendations not yet 
Confirmed – Extensions granted 

b. Suspension due to failure to confirm 
Policy Recommendations or to request 
an Extension within required 
timeframe (Peru) 

 10 
 
 
1 

Other:  1* 
 

   
Total Policy Recommendations in Progress  11 

Total Members and Associates      157 
* Iraq (excused). 
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3.4 As previously reported, the Compliance staff continues to find that the vast majority of 

members and associates are keen on establishing good communications with their 
assigned staff and are very appreciative of the assistance provided to them. The CAP and 
the staff have also noted that, with more published Action Plans serving as examples, the 
quality of initial drafts being submitted has continued to improve. 

3.5 The staff is proactively reaching out to a relatively small number of bodies that have not 
yet established regular communication and may fail to submit their draft Action Plans 
within the required six-month timeframe. As previously reported to the Board, reasonable 
extensions may be granted for valid reasons. While the CAP and staff do not believe any 
further consideration of suspensions is necessary at this time, if any member or associate 
remains non-responsive to staff outreach, the CAP will consider the need for further 
suspensions at future meetings and make appropriate recommendations to the Board, as 
necessary. 

Action Plan Monitoring Process  
3.6 As reported to the Board in June, the CAP and staff have adopted a requirement for 

annual updates of Action Plans with less formal staff monitoring of progress after six 
months (soft updates). Soft updates have now been completed on fourteen bodies that 
were among the first to publish their Action Plans in 2008. 

3.7 Overall, the fourteen bodies are are generally on track in executing their Action Plans, 
though some action steps have had to be delayed, due to changes in the regulatory 
environment or other factors that caused a change in priorities. At the same time, the 
CAP and the staff noted a number of very positive developments and would like to 
express its appreciation to the fourteen bodies for the special effort made by them to 
meaningfully execute their Action Plans. 

 

CAP input to the Monitoring Group (MG) Review Task Force 
3.9 The CAP is actively following the developments with regard to the MG review of the 

effectiveness of the implementation of the 2003 IFAC Reforms, and has been providing 
input to the IFAC Board Working Group on issues related to the Member Body 
Compliance Program.  

International Standards of Auditing (ISAs) Adoption Update 
3.10 As reported in June, the staff is working on finalizing a document providing an overview 

on how ISAs are being adopted and used in each jurisdiction and, with the assistance of 
the Communications team, plans to post it on the IFAC website later this year.  

Statements of Membership Obligations (SMOs) Revision Planning 

3.11 The CAP has agreed to include a review and revision of the SMOs in its 2010-2012 work 
plan. The review will focus on the continued appropriateness of the “best endeavors” 
concept; the need for a more consistent authoritative statement in SMO 4 on the Code of 
Ethics for Professional Accountants; the addition of new principles for public oversight 
and member body governance; the applicability of International Financial Reporting 
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Standards (IFRSs) including the new IFRS for Small and Medium-sized Entities (SMEs) 
in SMO 7 and possibly the desirability of a SMO on corporate governance. 

Section 4 Critical Environmental Issues 
4.1 As indicated in previous reports, with the Compliance Program now well into the Part 3 

Action Plan phase, the CAP and the staff are increasingly aware that members and 
associates, especially those operating in developing countries, will not have the financial 
and technical means to achieve all the actions they know are necessary. As a result, the 
support of regional organizations and developed bodies acting as mentors and the 
development of implementation tools will become increasingly important. In addition, 
encouraging national governments and donor agencies to invest in the accountancy 
profession will be crucial. The success of developing bodies in the meaningful execution 
of their Action Plans will, therefore, significantly depend on (1) their ability to clearly 
communicate their challenges, required actions, and need for resources and (2) the 
willingness of governments, donor agencies, and developed bodies to provide assistance 
wherever possible.  

Section 5  International Relations and Communications 
5.1 Since June 2009, the staff and CAP representatives have participated in the following 

activities: 

• Madrid, Spain: The CAP Deputy Chair and the Director, Quality and Member 
Relations (QMR), attended a Public Interest Oversight Board (PIOB) meeting and 
updated the Board on the current status of Part 3 of the Compliance Program, 
membership applications, and Regional Organization/Acknowledged Accountancy 
Grouping developments (June). 

• Georgetown, Guyana: The Deputy Director, Member Body Development (MBD), 
made a presentation at a conference organized by the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of the Caribbean (ICAC) and facilitated a workshop on the Compliance 
Program for IFAC members from the region (June). 

• Tel Aviv, Israel: The CAP Chair made a presentation on the Compliance Program at 
the Emerging Markets sector of the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions (IOSCO) 2009 Annual Conference (June). 

• Buenos Aires, Argentina: The CAP Deputy Chair presented at the World Bank 
Reports on the Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) dissemination workshop 
(June). 

• New York, USA: The Director, QMR, provided an update on the Compliance 
Program to the International Accounting Education Standards Board IAESB) (June). 

• Tunis, Tunisia: The Director, QMR, presented on IFAC and current developments at 
the Congress of the Ordre des Experts Comptables de Tunisie (OECT) (June).  

• New York, USA: The CAP received a presentation from, and had discussions with 
the leadership of, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) 
focused on the organization’s current challenges and future directions (July).  
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• Moscow, Russia: The Director, QMR, participated in meetings of the Regulatory 
Working Group and met with the Russian Collegium of Auditors (IFAC member) 
and Audit Chamber of Russia (potential applicant) (July). 

• Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Sao Paulo, Brazil: Compliance staff members met 
with representatives of IFAC members from Argentina and Brazil and discussed 
their progress with the Part 3, Action Plan process (July).  

Section 6 Operations and Other Matters 
6.1 Nothing to report. 


